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1514 South Albany
Chicago, Illinois 60623
. .,

March, 1983
Dear _______________________ and
all my relatives, friends, comrades, companeros,
companeras, acquaintances and ndugus; also, all
the relatives, friends, comrades, companeros,
companeras, acquaintances, and ndugus of all my
family, friends, comrades, companeros, companeras,
acquaintances and ndugus:
A warm 1983 greetings from Chicago:
What follows
are some of my thoughts and reflections about being
back in the USA, about the last several years work
for the World Council of Churches Program to Combat
Racism in Geneva, and about the situation in Africa
generally.
Many of you, I know, are disappointed that I have not written sooner
or more directly.
To all . of you I offer an apology for using this general
letter format and I extend a most warm "hello."
I hope, however, that you
will, in spite of yourselves, at least peru~e the letter to see the various
things on my mind these days.
Moreover, I hope these 'sketches' will help
initiate or re-initiate our communication.
This will not be, I guarantee,
your normal form letter.
I hope to hear something back from all of you
even if it's only a form postcard.
I also hope that some of the things
i say herein stimulate some response. In short, let me offer you what
follows as my own "small beginning" ...

The Chicago newspaper headline read BANK GUNS FOR NEW DEPOSITS
(Chicago Sun-Times, January 18, 1983) and the story was that of a bank
giving new customers two custom-made Colt pistols in exchange for a
$2,500 deposit.
The bank's senior vice president pointed out that
he was receiving requests from all over the country because, "except
for Oriental rugs, guns have been the best investment one could make
over the last several years."
I knew I had returned home.
Grim for most and desperate for many
are the succinct words I would use to describe the situation here in the
USA.
One sees the unemployment, the cutbacks, violence and racism,
and Reagan's policies reflected in so many different ways.
There are
more bag people wandering around.
Many of them are youqg •and •~hite.
There are people patrolling the streets living off used aluminum beer
and coca-cola cans, selling them to re-cycling co~panies.
Sometimes
people are seen searching for scrap steel and car parts on the grassy
strips in the middle of multi-laned expressways with cars zooming past
them on each side.
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There are many, many churches and organizations who run bread and
soup lines these days, all bitterly complaining about doing this without
the government subsidies which Reagan has ended.
Homelessness is another thing which is now widespread as part of the
current scene.
And one hears repeatedly, , of cases where the sheriffs are
refusing to administer eviction notices both because they have too many
and they themselves think such notices unfair.
Most of all, none of this is just confined to "the inner city,"
i.e., blacks, Indians, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans and others.
Even in
affluent, white communities, folks are receiving notice and being evicted,
work1ng age men and women are standing around or sitting aimlessly in
restaurants and McDonald's hamburger factories.
Even in the suburbs
one sees the tension and fatigue in people as they shop, as they drive,
when they pause and relax in what used to be the comfort of their
"own home."
The only thing good I can say about Ronald Donald Reagan -- whom I
call "Rawhide" -- is that he is consistent, has a voracious appetite and
seemingly is himself well-nourished.
The system screws poor folk left,
right and center, and Rawhide comes back for more.
A Bureau of Indian
Affairs study recently found that 92,200 Indian families -- probably
a minimum -- needed housing assistance.
(Recall that Indians here die
from tuberculosis at six times the rate for non-Indians).
Because
of Rawhide's funding cuts, the Bureau's Housing Improvement Program can
only afford to build 670 houses and improve 4,00 others this year.
How black and urban Hispanic (Puerto Rican, Mexicans, other Latinos)
folk actually survive is beyond me.
There are today entirely new stratas
of poor folk being created daily in black and Hispanic communities.
To
look at any urban ghetto today one finds essentially the same dynamics
as those characterizing third world nations.
My "cousin" Bill Tabb described the situation most accurately in his

1970 bookt The Political Economy of the Black Ghetto, when he said that
the ghetto, like third world nations, had little income, much debt and
all the resources and skills flowing out.
"The ghetto is dependent on
one basic export -- its unskilled labor power."
The truly ominous fact
is that these days even the labour which inner city people have to offer
means little.
Many urban and rura~ unskilled black, Puerto Rican,
Mexican, Indian, Appalachian and working white men and women, especially
young people, have become in the current USA set up what the apartheid
South African structure calls black women, children and old people -"superfluous appendages." In fact, there is some evidence to show that
U.S. companies often consciously locate their plants in areas where they
can avoid black workers.
Why?
Both because of the racism but also to
try and avoid possible unionizing efforts which often accompanies
heavily black work forces.
Thus, my short time back home underlines again one of my biggest disappointments during my several years overseas.
And that is my failure to
convince folk there about the extent of misery and squalor inside Cocacola land.
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For many black and Latin teenagers, commiting crime is a way to
have meaningful work these days in the USA.
When one reads things
like the fact that in 1980 drug sales in the USA at the street level
totaled $79 billion, it should be understood that in many ghetto
neighborhoods the drug industry is the only source of jobs.
Cb ming
back from three years in neat, clean Switerzland, I am thunderstruck
with the extent at which alientation, fe ~ r and violence have taken
control in urban communities.
There is a hungry meanness stalking the
streets of America these days.
There is much more I could relate about my impressions of this
country now that I have returned.
I ponder the Stephen Spender poem,
rThe ~ruly Great,' verses like the following almost daily:
"I think continually of those who were truly great
See how these names are feted by the waving grass
The names of those who in their lives fought for life,
Who wore at their hearts the fire's centre.
Born of the sun, they travelled a short while toward the sun
And left the vivid air signed with their honour."
The verses above recall genuine heroes and heroines, the Kings,
Nalcolms, Fred Hamptons, Cabrals, Netos, Robesons, Mandelas,
and Mondlanes of another era.
They also speak to the more intimate
losses which nearly all of us can qescribe in some way or another in
these years that have recently come up and so quickly gone on by.
Aunt Sadie, Roanne, Aunt Hattie, Uncle Walter, Uncle John, " ~ " ,
"Uncle Ben", Aunt Dorothy, Uncle Bill Brown, Uncle Teddy Acklen,
Arnie Ruenger, Joe Haroutunian's father, Dr. Haroutunian, Uncle
Robert Hayden, so many others, the list, iike the rows of some giant
old deiartment store, seemingly does not end.
Those whom I have known, Spenders poem and my recent return make
me acutely aware of the quality of leadership abroad today.
There is
such an impressive mediocrity which our so-called leaders so generously
share with one another today.
Reagan, Bush, Begin, Sharon, Thatcher,
Botha, Duvalier, Mobutu, Marcos ..•
They're all such inspiring, brilliant
leaders.
And such nice people, too!
It is, as an old friend said not long ago, "a period when one
has so, so few heroes (or heroines).
Incidentally, those of you international friends, if you find
this mailing opened and marked "damaged in handling," besides allowing for the reputed clumsiness of US postal workers, also bear in mind
that last year Reagan signed an Executive Order permitting the US
Attorney General "to authorize the opening of mail in the USA without
a court order if he finds that there is probable cause to believe that
the target is an agent of a foreign power."
So, my - friends in Europe,
beware of becoming too chummy with the Tavalone chocolate bars!:!
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I am currently quite grateful to the Reader's Digest magazine
and the CBS television show "SIXTY MINUTES."
Both . recently have
emitted vicious attacks on the World Council of Churches (WCC) in
general and specifically on the Program to Combat Racism (PCRJ -the latter being my work for the last three years.
I have been
recommending the Reader's Digest article, IIKarl Marx or Jesus Christ:
Which Master is the World Council of Chu f ches Serving?"(August. , 1982) ,
to all my friends and relatives.
Unfortunately, I repeatedly find that
the Reader's Digest is not nearly as popular as the Digest would like
the world to believe.
In a sense, it is important not so much to
defend the WCC, its work and involvements, and those of its staff.
I have nothing but pride for the fact that we in the WCC worked closely
with .various liberation movements in the world, the South West African
People's Organization (SWAPO); the African National Congress (ANC);
the New Caledonian Liberation Front.
What should be done is to put
the current attacks in the overall context of what's happening today
especially in the USA.
'Babylon' - as I affectionally call the USA is "in a hurt!" The current media campaign against the WCC reminds
me of a little booklet Dalton Trumbo wrote in 1949 called The Time
of the Toad:
A Study of Inquisition in America.
We are indeed in
a period wherein "the nation turns upon itself in a kind of compulsive
madness to deny all in its tradition that is clean, to exalt all that
is vile, and to destroy any heretical minority which asserts toadmeat not to be the delicacy which government edict declares it."
"Triple heralds of the Time of the Toad, Trumbo continued, "are the
loyalty oath, the compulsory revelation of faith and t6e secret police.''
At any rate, the whole affair has ~rompted me to do some thinking and
evaluation of my time with the wee.
In alL honesty, I can say that the first l½ years with the PCR
were excellent and the last year was horrendous.
Whai's the expression
from Charles Dickens?
"It was the best of times and the worst of times."
I traveled a lot when I was with the PCR/WCC.
I had the chance
therefore to meet some remarkable people.
I can recall even now (from
the West Side of Chicago) standing in a remote part of northern Sri
Lanka (formerly Ceylon) talking with a group of Tamil speaking peasants
about recent tortune they had experienced from policemen of the
Sinnhalese - speakin& dominant group.
How strong they were in spite
of the gravity of their situation.
On the same trip I supped with
a Sri Lanka couple - both medical personnel - who shared with me
their home and their warmth.
They taught me about the grace, · beauty,
and dexterity of eating with one's hands.
The staff of the

wee

comes from all over . the world. Once years ago
Both of
us were marveling at all the different nationalities and colors spread
out all around us there in the UN cafeteria.
The wee staff was much
like that.
Besides the three languages German, French and English, to
be heard at wee meetings, how positively and delightfully un-American
it was to sit down and argue out issues with Kenyan, Ethiopian, Polish,
Dutch, Finnish, Greek, Thai, Swiss, Hungarian, Cuban, Swedish, Brazilian,
Chilean, Costa Rican, Canadian, Czech and "double Czech" colleagues!
And there was always enough to argue about.
Given that the WCC is

Tammy Danish Tabb ind I were having lunch one day at the UN.
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made up of over 400 not always congenial member churches, many issues
get a very full airing in the wee halls and meeting rooms.
The wee,
you see, is a 'political' place.
Some issues never get heard in th~
WCC meeting rooms but only in the hallways. bathrooms, and bedrooms.
The WCC, you see, is a 'political" place.
),
Needless to say, it wasn't all pie- t n-the-sky.
Like all big
organizations, the wee had its dead wood and history.
Like other
organiztions, it sometimes became stoically bureaucratic rather than
looking for a creative solution.
It made big errors, even glaring
ones, with some of its appointments.
On the whole, though, it's a good group of people who bring
impressive background and qualifications to the WCC.
Thus, besides
becoming friends with a particular group of WCC staffers, one had
the r.hance as well to learn so much from regular contact with different
folk.
I ' l l never _forget, for instance, discussions with a frierid from
Australia, his wife and a third friend from Kenya.
So too emblazoned
in my memory is the one occasion when I listened to Marcus Arruda a Brazilian - refer to his experience with torture and imprisonment
during a speech he was making about transnational corporations, and
wha~ they had done to his country's economy.
The essence of what
Marcus was saying that evening was impressive.
But what impressed me
even more was the fact that I had been around this man for almost two
years at that point, and he had never communicated to us all the
intense pain and torture he had lived through.
Rather, Marcus
was always the first to empathize with the suffering other people were
experiencing.
A lot of WCC people are like Marcus.
They are people who would
be unique wherever they go and/or live.
Simply put, many of them live
as they believe.
Some don't.
Those that do do this quiet, firm
and clear living I will never forget.
My first Director of the Program to Combat Racism was from Holland.
Baldwin Sjollema was/is, pure and simple, one of those who gives everything - much more, it sometimes seems than members · of · the - oppressed _
themselves give - in order to right what is wrong.
At some point he and
I had one huge fight - over fairly substantive issues.
We became se angry
with ea-ch other that w-e sent memos '. to . each other saying 'hello' from one
door's width away.
Baldwin remains a father and older brother to ma.
He
is a . strang , man, very opinionat~d; listens to very few; is very stubborn even to the point of denseness - and is someone who I would give my
front teeth (all 100%) of those yellowing artifacts from the twentyfirst century) to work with again.
The added dimension was that working
with Baldwin I became equally close to his wife, Henrietta, 'Yet'.
And there will never be a note of music which I will hear in the years
ahead when I won't think of 'Yet", her profound sense of artistry and
our mutual love of Abdullah Ibrahim's (Dollar Brand's) 'The Wedding'
and 'Capetown Fringe.'
My work with the PCR was never dull.
I made a trip to Northern
Canada,home of the Dene and Inuit peoples escorted by two dedicated
Canadian women.
We went to examine the amount of racism in Canada.
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We found it.
For our work and the subsequent articles and reports I
was branded 'an instant expert on racial issues.'
My two colleagues,
it was inferred by local church leaders were the ''Piped Piper's
Pimplets."
Then there were the adventures with the Pan Africanist Cdngress
of Azania (PAC), a so-called liberation movement.
This organization
has been plagued by internal bickering a~d fighting for years.
As
Mozambique's foreign minister once summarized it:
"The PAC is in a
permanent structural crisis."
In any event in 1980 the WCC did not
give a humanitarian grant to the PAC.
Some of the PAC leadership
objected, flew to Geneva and stormed into the WCC's offices demanding
the General Secretary.
There then ensued what I would call the "tape
recorder war" for the three PAC people came with one recorder each and
plant~d them on the floor between us as a way to start the meeting.
We then put one WCC tape recorder on the floor as well.
Later, after
the PAC had aired all its various vindictives, we had to laugh about
the image of the tape recorders jousting.
On the serious side, the
PAC blamed me personally for their failure to receive a grant, so for
the next year I had to face various PAC warfare.
Many times I wished
that they had put all that energy into seriously engaging the apartheid
regime.
Many of you are probably wondering - quite justifiably, I think -exactly "what did he do there?"
I basically read, wrote, and traveled
a lot.
I joined the PCR as a Research Secretary and then became
Program Secretary.
With other colleagues I prepared a lot of documents
for various WCC and United Nations events.
These range from
statements and background papers t~notes from which the General Secretary,
Dr. Phillip Potter, would write speeches.
We administered a $1.5
million (annually) grants and assistance program.
Occasionally, I
represented the WCC at various conferences especially if such conferences
were concerned with the question of South African apartheid.
Life in Geneva - this section will be brief for a former colleague
has written a small but definitive booklet on this subject.
It captures
my insights and feelings as well and is called "Gnomes Paradise:
Eight
Months in Geneva."
Jeremy Hawthorne, the author, describes Geneva
in the following way:
I came to live in Geneva, which is more or less the
capital of French-speaking Switzerland with a population of 340,000.
In many ways this is different from
the rest of the country:
Geneva was a separate entity
until 1815 when it joined Switzerland to avoid Napoleon
and this seems to be remembered still.
France is also
extremely close and the traffic acro~s the border is
considerable; and of course there is the whole international
presence as well as the quota of migrants.
The Geneva
canton, or district, one of many cantons, has 30% nonSwiss and the percentage in the city must be higher.
The centre of the city is modern and getting moreso all
the time.
Construction cranes dominate the skyline as
old buildings are demolished and newer blocks are built
and at least three underground car-parks are either
recently opened or being completed.
The city centre is
around the South end of Lake Leman, the largest lake in
6.

Europe, where a fountain sends up a jet of water
425 feet on a clear day.
There is an old city on
a small hill which dates back to Roman times (it was
here that J. Caesar beat the Helvetti in 58BC), where
the most prominent feature now is the Cathedral of ~
St. Peter.
And behind the old city is the famous Place
Neuve with the imposing monument commemorating the
leading lights of the Reforma t ion (four for the four
great thinkers?!).
Living is expensive here and I tried to forget the
exchange rate quickly.
I heard Geneva described recently
as 'the bourgeoisie's fountain-fantasy international
garden' and a trip round the shops confirms this.
Geneva
has everything:
fruit, shoes, clothes, hi-fi (in vast
quantities), cameras and so on from all over the world;
and it makes you think how strong the Swiss economy must
be to have access to all of these goods.
Like most friends, I kept an eye on what was cheap and
lived mainly on brea4, yoghurt, fruit juice, chocolate,
chicken and vegetables; though a colleague called Prexy
has dined out for months on the true story of our fight
with a pig's trotter ("English" for ham hock!).
I would add four things to what Jeremy has written.
First and
simply put is that Switzerland is rich based in part on it being able
to employ so long as useful its sa~sonniers (migrant workers) mostly
Italians, who are "the black folk of the Swiss cities."
Secondly,
I came to deeply appreciate those Swiss and others who cut through the
attractive high standard of living and luxury goods struggling for more
equitable lives for all.
People I met and came to know like the
Gendre family, Margrit, Urs, Brigitte, Theo Tchuy, carry within them a
certain spirit of resistance.
And it was folk like them who birthed
the independent, radical and socialist forces which yet prevail in
the mountainuous rugged canton called the Jura.
Thirdly, it's the
Swiss banks (made out of South African gold) and their famous secrecy
which provide much of Switzerland's economic clout.
Lastly,
Switzerland is beautiful.
There are mountain landscapes which nowhere
else in the world can match.
Africa Today.
"One out of every two refugees in the world is
African."
"Africa:
economic woes, drought, hunger, and corruption, etc.
have the countries in turmoil." These are the opening line and
headline respectively of recent feature stories which have run in the
San Franc is c 'l5 Chronic 1 e {Fr id a y ,- ··February 18 , . 1 9 8 3 , The Ch r is t ±an . ·
Science Monitor (Wednesday, February 23, 198~), and a host of other ~apers.
The motif is the same in every story:
Africa is a land of woe despite
its being potentially the world's richest nation.
Further, Africa's
troubles are man-made, i.e., the resultant chaos is what should be
expected when you turn the land over to THEM.
(In Zimbabwe today
young whites occasionally wear T-shirts stating the same theme:
specifically, the slogans read:
"We made Rhodesia Great, They Made the
Zimbabwe Ruins.'')
The standard coverage of Africa resonates with the
Congressman Harold Washington here in Chicago.
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It is to suggest that

election of Washington ipso facto means a decline in real estate values,
a rise in taxes, a growth in the crime rate, and of course rampant rape just as in Africa one must always fear the white hooded mission sisters
being upended into the boiling cauldrons.
Africa is rarely depicted in a positive way.
There is s½
eldom
consideration of African efforts and successes and leadership in
combatting poverty and illiteracy.
The ~ overty that is there is never
explained with its root causes being presented.
Rather, the poverty
is projected as omnipresent just as some believe that Africa must have
a Tarzan or at least a blonde Joy Adamson and her 'Born Free' lioness,
Elsa, strolling across the Savanna.
Despite the high educational and leadership levels of much of
Afrita's leadership, the person presented as typical is -- right!
You guessed it! -- Idi Amin.
Seldon if ever do the standard wire
services or metropolitan dailies carry indepth interviews with the
Julius Nyereres, Samora Machels and Robert Mugabes of Africa (let
alone countless other leaders of a caliber high above that of equivalent
leaders in the US).
But there must be at least half a dozen special
movies around the theme of the Rise and Fall of Big Idi.
Rarely is it
recognized that many of these leaders have introduced new and innovative
ways of doing necessary mass vaccinations and literacy campaigns.
How jubilant I am that I have all the alternative
sources for information about Africa at my fingertips, and that I don't
have to rely on some of the "good evening, David" mumble jumble or newspaper soothsaying masquerading as information about Africa.
I don't intend boring you.
I will leave this theme soon.
But I
must share with you a passage from a recent book called The Africans
by David Lamb who until late 1982 was the Los Angeles Times African
correspondent based out of Nairobi.
In the chapter "summing Up and
Looking Ahead", he lists all the obstacles Africa has, e.g., primitive
health conditions, lack of opportunities for the educated, official
corruption, etc., etc., then goes on to say:
"Some countries, notably Kenya and Ivory Coast, have
been able to cope with these problems and have at
the same time provided their people with political
stability and growing economies."
(p. 339)

Shame on Davie!
As he wrote, Kenya was in a situation where half of
the total population was below poverty level of 200 pounds sterling
per year, and it was estimated that the poorest quarter of the population received six per cent of the income while the richest tenth
received more then forty percent.
It's clear · that our David ain't
bent on slewing no Goliaths and intends to return to his nice post
villa and servants, in Nairobi some day.
For he could have shared with his
readers, as anyone, who has visited Nairobi can, the story of Mathare Valle~
Located in Nairobi, Mathare is a mud and cardboard village with one water
tap for 5,000 people.
Th~ early efforts by the residents at selfimprovement were met by the local government official constructing a
tall fence all around the valley so that Mathare could not be seen
by passing dignitaries, Iowa fire chiefs and tourists en route to the
8.

airport or game park.
There are a lot of Mathare Valleys in Kenya.
How sad that Lamb's readers won't be exposed to the full story!!
Africa ... Folks smile there.
People are warm there.
Let me be clear.
But Africa is poor, very poor.
My fourteen trips to Africa since 1965
leave me loving some African countries and people more than ~ver,
e.g. Mozambique, but not as a romantic.
It is critical, however, to
not just list the problems or bemoan the conditions but to actively
assist the process of change underway. ,,
In 1981-82 I made two special personal trips to Southern Africa.
One was with my long time friend, Beate Klein.
And both of us will
particularly remember that trip for during it we had long discussions
with Ruth First about both of us working with her in Mozambique.
Eight
mont~s later, in mid-August 1982, a bomb undoubtedly of South African
origin - would blow Ruth to smithereens in her small office.
Amilcar
Cabral, Eduardo Mondlane, Joe Quabi, Ruth, so many friends encountered
through Africa work have been denied the opportunity to give all they
might have toward the resolution of some of the world's problems.
These
were, I am proud to say, the guides I had through Africa during these
many years.
An earlier trip was with my father, a Swiss friend, and two doctors,
one from Colombia, and the other from the USA.
My father, "Baba Prexy",
was the hit of the trip, and was warmly received by all whether in
Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia or Kenya.
A most memorable moment was
standing outside the Dar Es Salaam hospital for paralytic children with
smiling children crawling on their hands and knees all around us, and
my father being overwhelmed suddenly by the thought of how much Roanne
(for those of you who didn't know her, my sister) could have brought those
children and how much she would have enjoyed doing that service.
I too
think Roanne would have done that work with her normal warmth, elegance
and energy.
I visualized as well as that moment my Swedish mother,
Mother Ingrid, with whom I lived in 1961, receiving those children with
open arms. 1 Additionally, Roanne would have put an equal amount into
changing the structures that are responsible . in the first instance for
Africa's miserable (objectively spea-king) circumstances.
And the babies cease alarm as mothers
raising arms
and heart high as the stars ·so far unseen
nevertheless hurl into the universe
a moving force
irreversible as light years
traveling to the open
eye
And who wi~l join this standing up
and the ones who stood without sweet company
will sing and sing
back into the mountains and
if necessary
even under the sea
We are the ones we have been waiting for
("Poem for South African Women" by June Jordan commemorating
the 40,000 women and children who protested the passbook
laws in Pretoria on August 9, 1956.
See her collection
PASSION.)
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I remain convinced that the present South African government
and its aparth~id system is the primary obstacle to seeing a truly free
African continent.
Apartheid is deterring the economic and political
development of the entire African continent -- but especiall y the
potentially rich southern third of the continent.
I mean the economic
strangehold which giant South African-o ¥ ned companies like Anglo
American and DeBeers have on economies throughout the region, the
historical pattern of infra structures being based on maintaining and
increasing South African domination of the continent, e.g., the
railroads and communication systems.
The fact that an international
.phone call cannot be placed from any country in Southern Africa without such a call going via Johannesburg is a good example of this
domination.
A trip I made to Transkei - a so-called "independent" country
(Bantustan) within South Africa - at the end of December reinforced
some old understandings and gave me some new insights about the
South Africa scene.
Needless to say, I had to make the trip in a
slightly unorthodox fashion.
Various impressions are now permanently with me.
The first
is the crass and unmistakeable inequalities between the richness
of life for the whites and the violent poverty for the black majority.
How seriously intentioned groups and individuals come back talking
about reforms going on there can only be interpreted in two ways:
1) they are collaborating with apartheid or 2) they don't know how to
look and listen in the fir-st place-(this latter group are like people
who drive through U.S. inner-city ghettoes and come away singing
the tune of how nice their housing is and how it really isn't so bad
after all!)
A second impression is the war/police state dimensions which are
to be found all over the country.
I encountered road blocks everywhere, and young, Aryan-looking men with automatic rifles were
to be found all around.
War is big business •in South Africa.
This year Armscor
(Armaments Supplies Corporation, state owned) is aiming to export
around $100 million to $250 million dollar "combat-tested" arms.
(This will include guns rangina from a South Afri~an style 'midnight
special'-specially geared for the black 'inner-city' market in
the U.S. - to a 155 milimeter field Howitzer reportedly capable
of firing a nuclear bullet).
The production of arms in South
Africa involves, besides ARMSCOR's eight subsidiaries and 15
factories, SO main contracting companies, 400 . more supplying
components and another 1000 selling related items to ARMSCOR.

In bakery stores I saw cakes and pastry shaped like tanks and
jeeps.
I once watched three white teenagers with ~achine guns taking
shot at white buckets delicately balanced on the heads of eight or
nine year old African school children coming from a nearby water tap.
Questioned, they later claimed they were only "doing target practice"
in preparation for . their ··.stint in 'the operational zone' (this bring
both Nambia where South Africa has over 100,1 000 troops and regions
of South Africa itself).
I have e~en more respect for the
10.

tolerance, restraint, and political discipline which Africans in
South Af r i ca have toward s whit e s . rt - ~ _s ad mi r ab 1 e -~ that . they .'. ~re
so clear they fight a system, not just to 'rip off individ~al
honkies," as some of us unfortunat.ely feel here in the USA.
My strongest impression though is that there are some
courageous people living out their lives' in South Africa.
I met
a man named_______
We will call him Moses.
Moses is 24 years
of age.
He has spent 36 of the last 72 months since 1977 in
detention.
He says - with a kind of apologetic smile - much of
that time he was tortured.
At the very least he was in solitary
confinement.
Much of this time was in the infamous prison on the
Robb~ns Island.
His story was one of heroism and ingenuity.
He
told of people singing inside, of people creating new songs about
the violent brutes who ran the prison.
He related transforming
toilet bowls into a floor-to-floor telephone system by plugging
up the water so that a chain of hollow ceramic megaphones was
constructed.
He spoke of the news network 'inside' whereby the
corridor cleaners (nicknamed "the professors") would see things
and describe them to the cell occupants.
They learned, he said
of Steve Biko's death through one of the professors saying,
"there's a body smelling down there."
Now I am back "home."
I have arrived back to many changes.
Chicago is on the verge of having a new mayor, Harold Washington,
a man who is both black and - what did Aunt H~ttie used to say? "forward thinking".
"1514 South Albany, home for the last 35 .years,
will soon be no longer - the Nesbitts, the Brunsons and the Craigs
are no longer part of the old Fox Lake Friendship House.
(Hopefully
new Fox Lake Friendship Houses are sprouting up all over).
I have
begun new work in the labor movement.
It's a change to be back in Babylon.
In some ways I never
lost touch.
I came back and forth during the last three years.
I had many visitors from the States and home, Aunt Peggy,
Uncle Lendor, Uncle Russell, Aunt Do, my father, a friend of a
friend, Lisa Cohen, the daughter of old family friends who I'd
only remembered as someone Roanne baby sat, Julie Jones, these
are but a few of the thirty odd visitors.
Yet, being back is
a lot like learning to walk again.
I learned during these last three years.
I participated in
the struggle of indigenous people from North Dakota, Brazil
and the Phillipines against callous multinational corporations
f ully prepared to simply eliminate "these people" since they were
an obstacle to their making progress, i.e., making more money.
I grew to respect most profoundly the deep spirituality of
indigenous peoples sharing in their worship throughout the world.
I shared ideas, analyses, and hospitality with people all over
Scandinavia - Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland.
There are
no safe houses, no sanitary, pure areas in this the time of the
Toad.
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I've seen the brutal violence of apartheid in South Africa
and the vicious violence of Harlem's streets and the East side
of London.
My conclusions are not novel or earth-shaking.
They ar~ much
like Dr. DuBois and Dr. M. L. King.
Both of them, like others
before and since, believe that there could be no alleviation of
misery under the present socio-economic', set-up.
I agree.
It is
only going to be a bold new socialist vision conceived in we, the
people, which will change things fundamentally.
We must dare,
whether in the States or Dar Es Salaam, Guatemala or Uppsala, to
become a type of poet.
Not a poet who sits by him or herself
mournful and cynical - transmuted into a brood hen by Super Bowl X!!
(Th~ Super Bowl is an annual USA ritual, a football game between the
supposedly two best professional teams watched by over 100 million
people.)
Such a life style is necessarily not easy.
It means a
certain amount of discomfort and uneasiness for it demands a certain
militance and struggle.
Rather, I see c tive, living, believing,
hopeful, poets.
People like these are called "continuadores" in
Mozambique and Angola, a Portuguese word for those who will carry
on, continue.
This, my deepest insight, is not newly found.
Vincent Harding
is talking of the same thing in his recent inspiring book There is
a River:
the Black Stru)gle for Freedom in America.
Howard Zinn
describes the same poet-folk as "the coming revolt of the guards"
in the final chapter of his book, A People's History of the United
States.
As toddlers around "1514'~ Roanne and I were given it
listening to "Aunt Sadie" and "Uncle Rho" reading us poetry when
we were young.
It is that for these poets, us poets, as Pablo Neruda
put it in his 1971 Nobel lecture,
"There is no insurmountable solitude.
All paths
lead to the same goal:
to convey to others what
we are.
And we must pass through solitude and
difficulty, isolation and silence, in order to
reach forth to the enchanted place where we can
dance our clumsy dance and sing our sorrowful
song - but in this dance or in this song there
are fulfilled the most ancient rites of our
conscience in the awareness of being human and
of believing in a common destiny.
A vitoria continua,
A luta e certa,
Love,
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